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Cherry Creek Attractions 
 

Cherry Creek Bike Path  

The Cherry Creek Regional Trail is a picturesque 45-mile route with a northern endpoint in 

downtown Denver and connects suburban and rural Arapahoe and Douglas County.  

Gates Tennis Center 

The Gates Tennis Center is a public tennis and pickleball facility that was awarded the Tennis 

Industry Magazine Municipal Tennis Facility of the Year in 2016. The center is “pay as you 

play” with no residency requirements. 

Cherry Creek Shopping Center 

Cherry Creek Shopping Center boasts over 160 stores and the largest collection of luxury 

brands in the region including Hermes, Louis Vuitton, Burberry, Tiffany & Co. and three 

department stores – Neiman Marcus, Nordstrom, and Macy’s.  

SoulCycle 

SoulCycle is a 45-minute, high intensity, indoor cycling, cardio workout. Our signature classes 

are designed to strengthen your mind, body and soul.  

VIVE Float Studio  

VIVE Float Studio specializes in Float, Cryo, Infrared, VAT, and Halo therapies. Our boutique 

wellness studio offers cutting edge equipment dedicated solely to providing rest and 

recovery for both the body and mind.   

Hydrate IV Bar  

Hydrate IV Bar is Colorado’s professional IV therapy and hydration clinic. We provide IV 

nutrient therapy in a relaxing setting for deficiencies such as low energy, athletic recovery, 

anti-aging, and general health.  

Cherry Creek North In Bloom 

Cherry Creek North in Bloom is your one-stop destination for a summer brimming with 

unforgettable experiences for 70+ days of art and music. From unique boutique shopping 

and endless dining options to artful installations and festive celebrations.  

Cherry Creek North Winter Wonderland  

Your holiday tradition starts here. Experience the joy of the season with Winter Wonderland, 

a collection of free outdoor events for all to enjoy. Celebrate the season in Denver’s must-

see holiday destination featuring a million twinkling lights wrapping more than 600 trees.  
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Cherry Creek Restaurants 
Events; Big Parties: 

Cherry Creek Grill 

Enjoy patio dining or take a seat at our horseshoe-shaped bar while considering the 

interesting selection of artwork surrounding the intimate dining room. Delight in an evening 

with friends and family in a relaxed neighborhood atmosphere.  

North Italia 

At North Italia, we use only the best ingredients to create and serve consistently crave-

worthy food, like our chef’s choice daily pizza and fresh pasta made from scratch daily. To us, 

nothing is quite as satisfying as sharing a dish of homemade pasta and savoring every bite.  

True Food Kitchen  

At True Food Kitchen, our menu is carefully crafted so that every bite and every refreshing 

sip serve up big flavor, an abundance of fresh ingredients and a taste of the unexpected. 

Our artisan chefs create crave-worthy classics alongside a steady rotation of seasonal 

offerings that take advantage of naturally ripe fruits and vegetables. 

Favorites 

narrative.  

Delivering a new topic of conversation, and a place to hold that exchange, narrative offers 

storied food and drink. Narratives approachable menu features modern American dishes, 

globally inspired shareable plates, a robust happy hour, and more.  

Le Bilboquet 

A little corner of Paris, Le Bilboquet is an elevated bistro and bar. Classic French fare meets 

elegance and conviviality in the airy dining room and lush, expansive patio spaces welcome 

you for a buzzy al fresco experience.  

Del Frisco’s Grille 

Modern, inviting, stylish and fun, Del Frisco’s Grille in Cherry Creek takes the classic bar and 

grill to new heights, drawing inspiration from bold flavors and market-fresh ingredients. The 

energetic bar creates a buzz throughout the restaurant. 

Hapa Sushi Grill and Sake Bar  

“Hapa” is derived from the Hawaiian term that describes a harmonious blend of Asian and 

American cultures. Thus, our menu is based on traditional Japanese cooking fundamentals 

which are then amplified, muted, or mixed with influences from many different styles of 

cooking until they are something completely new: they’re Hapa.  
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Cherry Creek Bars 
 

Cretans 

Cretans is a Mediterranean restaurant and wine bar with natural wines, craveable plates, 

snacks, and wine cocktails. 

Kini’s 

Hearkening to its namesake coastal beach town in Greece, Kini’s features light, island dishes, 

approachable wines, and a coastal-inspired cocktail list.  

Derecho 

Derecho is an elegantly comfy bar in Cherry Creek specializing in cocktails, old world wines, 

and Spanish tapas.  

Forget Me Not 

Forget Me Not is an exciting upscale cocktail lounge located in the heart of Cherry Creek. 

Serving an assortment of elegant cocktails, wine, beer, and elevated bar snacks, Forget Me 

Not looks to host guests for before and after dinner drinks.   

Ay Papi 

A vibrant and energetic cocktail bar, where Latin inspiration meets the party vibes of Cuba 

through the lens of Miami. At our bar, we celebrate the rich culture and flavors of Puerto 

Rico, infusing them into our diverse selection of cocktails.  

Milwaukee Street Tavern 

Cherry Creek’s own sports bar and tavern with an open-feel patio. All high-definition plasma 

TV’s make the Tavern perfect to watch any sporting event.  

Machete Tequila & Tacos 

Enjoy street-style tacos and quesadillas, authentic salsas, fine tequilas, freshly-juiced 

margaritas and Denver’s first private tequila cage.  

 

 

  


